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What is the California 

Naturalist Program? 



CA Naturalist Program modeled after other programs



California’s diversity & challenges

California is one of the most 

diverse places on Earth. 

• 30,000 species of insects

• 63 of freshwater fish

• 46 amphibians

• 96 reptiles

• 563 birds

• 190 mammals

• more than 8,000 plants

Many are endemic to CA



What do naturalists do?
•Spend time outside 

observing nature

•Drawing

•Photographing

•Note taking

•Identifying and 

collecting

• Steward land

• Interpret nature

• Citizen science

• Conservation action

• Support science & 

education institutions

• Have fun!



The mission of the California 

Naturalist Program is to foster 

a diverse community of 

naturalists and promote 

stewardship of California's 

natural resources through 

education and service.



Wanted 

New Constituency

MUST HAVE:

•Environmental literacy 

•Scientific and social understanding

•Interpretive skills

•Involved in collaborative conservation

We cannot protect and restore California’s 
unique ecology without an environmentally 
literate, engaged public.



Provides:

i. clear, concise information about structure and 

function of California’s ecological communities 

and challenges in resource management

ii. a framework to increase engagement of California 

citizens in conservation in their communities 

iii. a portal for information from academic scientists, 

public agencies, and non-profit organizations 

dedicated to preserving California’s nature

By using:

• Science-based curriculum

• Hands-on learning

• Training in communication 

• Stewardship, citizen science, interpretation…

UC California Naturalist



Program participants

Outreach/education

Citizen science

Local partners: 

Pacific Grove 

Natural 

History 

Museum

Stewardship



A Certified CA Naturalist will have…

• Attended all class sessions and field days (40 hrs).

• Completed a capstone project.

• Logged at least 1 observation in iNaturalist.

• Participated in the citizen science project adopted by 

each class.

• Read the entire book “The California Naturalist 

Handbook” and complete assigned homework.

• Created a field note with entries from all field days and 

hopefully more. 

• Completed post and pre course surveys.

• Committed (and logged in VMS) 40 + volunteer hours/yr

– environmental stewardship 

– education

– citizen science





The Curriculum
The UC California Naturalist Handbook, UC Press 2013

By Greg de Nevers, Deborah Stanger Edelman, and Adina 

Merenlender
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Capstone projects and citizen 

science
Inland Mendocino CA 

Naturalists adopt 

NestWatch as their 

class citizen science 

project.



•Develop and Test an Integrated Model for 

Naturalist and PPSR Participation

•Recruit a diversity of participants to the California 

Naturalist program at the two designated research 

pilot sites.

•Connect CA Naturalist participants as volunteers for a 

variety of local Citizen Science/ Public Participation in 

Science Research Programs (PPSR).

•Research impacts of integrated model of PPSR and 

naturalist program training on participants science and 

environmental learning and identity. 

Integrating PPSR and the CA Naturalist

(NSF Informal Science Education 

Program Pathways Award)



Regional Network Example



• Environmental monitoring and 

education program for students, 

educators, and volunteer groups

• Monitor the ocean and coastal 

ecosystems of California’s National 

Marine Sanctuaries to increase 

awareness and stewardship of these 

important areas

• Rocky Intertidal Monitoring Program

• Sandy Beach Monitoring Program

• Hands-on coastal monitoring 

experiences to conduct real science 

and serve as ocean stewards.



Add your 

observations to a 

CA Naturalist 

project!



Accomplishments



California Naturalist Program

Discovery    Action Stewardship

Early Adopters 2012
*Santa Rosa JC/Pepperwood

*UC Santa Cruz Arboretum

UC Sagehen Field Station

*Pacific Grove Natural History Museum

Pasadena City College

Salmon Protection & Watershed Network 

Santa Barbara Botanical Garden

2013
Hopland Research and Extension Center

Occidental Arts and Ecology Center

Santa Ana Watershed Association

Number of Naturalists to date: ~330

Number of volunteer hours logged: ~4354



SELF-EFFICACY WITH SCIENCE 
For each of the following, please rate each statement by placing an X in the appropriate 
column.  Please respond as you really feel, rather than how you think “most people” feel.  
Choose one answer on each line. 

These statements are about how you feel about 
learning and understanding science topics 

Disagree 
Strongly 

Disagree  
a l ittle 

Agree      
a l ittle 

Agree 
Strongly 

I think I'm pretty good at understanding science topics.     

Compared to other people my age, I think I can quickly understand new science 
topics.     

It takes me a long time to understand new science topics.     

I feel confident in my ability to explain science topics to others.     
 

These statements are about how you feel about  
doing scientific activities 

Disagree 
Strongly 

Disagree  
a l ittle 

Agree      
a l ittle 

Agree 
Strongly 

I think I'm pretty good at following instructions for scientific activities.     

Compared to other people my age, I think I can do scientific activities pretty well.     

It takes me a long time to understand how to do scientific activities.     

I feel confident about my ability to explain how to do scientific activities to others.     
 

These statements are about how you feel about  
yourself as a scientist 

Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree  

a l ittle 

Agree      

a l ittle 

Agree 

Strongly 

I think I could be a good scientist.     

I have always had a natural talent for doing science.     
 



Goal: participants of different age-groups and 

backgrounds benefit from each others’ experiences 

and skill sets.

Method: Informal interactions in class and the field.

Based on the first exit interviews… 

• Older participants in the course talked about 

learning from the content of the course and 

learning from other naturalists in training 

• Many of the older participants talked about 

learning from younger participants, enjoying their 

enthusiasm and even just that they were there.  

• The younger participants had similar positive 

feedback about learning from the older and/or 

experienced participants in the course.  

Lessons Learned: 

Informal mixing is working



California Naturalist Program

Discovery    Action Stewardship

Capacity Building



California Naturalist Program

Building a Constituency for Nature



Expanding in 

Southern California 



Mutual Learning 

Exchange

Traditional 

Audiences
Non-Traditional 

Audiences

•PPSR Volunteers with Monterey Bay National 

Marine Sactuary

Connecting Multiple Audiences

•PPSR Volunteer with California Audubon –

California Christmas Bird Count



Expanding in 

Southern California

• Currently programs at PCC and 

Santa Barbara Botanical Gardens

• New program starting up for the 

Santa Ana Watershed

• Working to attract new partners in 

Los Angeles County



Los Angeles Opportunities

• Population

– Working to develop regional nodes 

and identify possible partnerships

– Coordinate multiple programs in 

geographic region

• Urban area

– Tailor curriculum to urban issues –

advanced module in Urban Ecology



Los Angeles Opportunities

• Cultural and economic diversity

– Tailor information to life experience of 

urban dwellers

– Ensure naturalist experience resonates 

with diverse audiences

– Naturalist resources in multiple 

languages? 

• Explore new revenue streams to make 

sure cost is not a barrier –

scholarships, grant or donor funding, 

etc. 



• Foster new roles for Naturalists

– Urban nature ambassadors

• Promotodaras for the environment  -

“Pronaturadoras”?

– Citizen science coordinators to serve 

as the link between scientists and 

more casual reporters 



Advanced modules



Modules

Publicly-accessible: UCANR 8000 Publication Series

Bioregional Modules

Advanced Training Modules



Bioregional Modules

• Resource for core course 
curriculum

• Specific to each bioregion

• South Coast 
bioregional module

http://biodiversity.ca.gov/bioregions.html



Advanced Modules & Trainings

ADVANCED MODULES:

• Particular subjects that deserve greater attention & depth

• Resource for flex week or advanced trainings

• Ecosystems: estuaries, chaparral, oak woodlands, vernal pools, etc

• Urban ecology, fire ecology,  landscape ecology

ADVANCED TRAININGS:

• Currently optional and encouraged; eventually can be used to fulfill 

requirements for certified CA Naturalists to maintain certification

• Offered through CA Naturalist or existing, qualified trainings







What’s Next for the 

Program?



Next steps for the 

California Naturalist Program

• Train-the-trainer workshops

• Regional and advanced curriculum modules

• Improve Volunteer tracking system

• Bi-Annual statewide meetings

• Special events

• Incentives for volunteer hours and 

continuing education

• Work with new sponsor orgs

• Interviews – 6 months and 1 year after 

participation in the Naturalist Program



Becoming a 

Partnering Institution



Partnering with us

Benefits to your organization:
• Curriculum, instructional aides, & training for 

instructors

• Promotional materials & participation incentives

• Financial support from program fees

• Informational website & on-line volunteer tracking 

tools

• Capstone projects to support your organizational 

goals

• University of California continuing education units

• Comprehensive program evaluation tools

• Assistance promoting your organization’s classes & 

advanced trainings

• Well trained volunteers to support your organization



Partnering with us

Partnering organizations must:
• Be in existence a minimum of three years from the date 

of application.

• Provide or form connections with partners that provide 

access to volunteer opportunities in the categories of 

stewardship, citizen science, interpretation, and 

program support.

• Demonstrate the physical, staff, and financial capacity 

to conduct the program.

• Provide an instructor/coordinator with teaching and 

public speaking experience, familiarity with natural 

resource management, ecology, or a related field, and 

at least a bachelors degree. Instructor/coordinators will 

be pre-screened




